The SM Higgs 
WH l bb

Event selection
Identified e/µ, p T >20 GeV Two jets: E T >15 GeV, | |<2.0 (CDF); E T >20 GeV, | |<2.5 (D0); At least one of the jets b-tagged E T >20 GeV (CDF); E T >25 GeV (D0); Veto extra jets, Z Look for signal in the di-jet mass distribution • relations between p T (1) , p T (2) , E T suppress Z/ *, WW • Look in (l 1 ,l 2 ) distributions for signal
In the process of update with 1fb • H ++/--e , µ event selection:
-Electron/muon p T >20 GeV -Tau p T >15 GeV -Isolated lepton candidate (ILC) w/ track p T >10 GeV
• Two event categories: 3 , 4
• Dominant backgrounds:
-Z ee/µµ+jets, ZZ, Multi-jet 
We are here
Over the next couple of years the Tevatron has a potential to:
• Observe/rule out SM Higgs in some regions below 180 GeV • Observe light MSSM Higgs, or constrain the SUSY parameter space
